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Dear Miss Aixon, 

8/13/71 

The enclosures answer your iniuiries about What else I've published. I keep 
working full time plus on a number of books but have no idea if, when or how they 

will be published tor I can't got further into debt to do it myself. 

Mere ate, in my opinion, two Richard Spragaes. The person is a fine, well-in-
tention fellow, the zany who writes for Computers under his own name and aliases is 
dangerous, sick and a serious impediment to the credibility of those really working, 

doing their awn work. lie has obtained what he had ni business having, work not his, 
used and misued it, for all the World as though he had done the work. Most of what 
he has done that I see is wildly insane and ought not be able to survive the cool 

examination of an average intelligence. Like having "confessions" from "about" 

6 assassins. 

What he originally set out to do, collect as many of the pictures as possible, 
he did well and all are indebted to him for this. It is When he got over his depth 
making out like an investigator and interpreting his own farout desires and 

opinions as analysis and fact that he got lost. 

It is too bad, because he does want to do what is right and is a tins person 
as a person. Sid& But on this he has crossed the line and is utterly, stubbornly 
irrational. Don't believe anything he has written without independent confirmation 
from source you know, independently, is trustworthy. 

I'm sorry the truth is so unpleasant. 

Sirs erel,y, 

Harold Weisberg 



5/24/73. 
Dear Dick, 

An enormous amount of my  time has been spent in trying to prevontiwhat in too maoy cases do not rest on cy  opinion) that which can hurt us. Some of these have been disasters. In almost every caste some very well meaning person has been the cause or a succubus. There was one after I saw you a* Bud's party that convinced me I can't prevent all the zany things the dedioatod wrong can dream up. Besidos thin, it is an enormous emotional drain I can Icing low tolerate. You nave no idea the oost in time alone in these thingt, a:ad for ma the financial cost of some has also been great. I think you can understand that when 3  began without funds and have no regular income, the very aligeat cost becomes a considerable burden. 

After Dud's party I heard a rumor that your attitude, or at least what I then under-took to be your attitude, had, shall I say "changed"? If so, there is nothing I can do about it4 I spoke to you honestly, the advice I gave you is advice you will regret not taking if you do not. If you do not believe me, we'll have to await the unfurling of time. 
In any event I'll write no long letters as I have in the past, to you or anyone else, trying to iLorma, trying to make it clear that a planned course of action is an error. I can't prevent the errors so many are capable of dreaming up. 

My purpose in writing, however, is not this, which I intend for your.understandAnga Too can accept it or you cannot, as you decide for yourself. 

It is, rather, because of some troubling details of the entire Jim G. business. Although I was aware of the possibility from the very first (it not having been the first such venture if it is not genuine), latably I have wondered more and more whether it was a carefully-devised thing and whether or not your part in it was contrived, either by Jim Or by someone sloe using him (where his intentions need not have been evil). Is this some kind of put000, some kind of snare or trap? I don't know. I have substantial reason for so believing, yet it is not at all certain. 

Se my real purpose is to auk you to give ma all the details, from the time he first wrote you or, if it is no burden, copies of the letters he say have written you. Oh* you do not know is how little detail he has added to what I had known for some time, in those *VMS whore you were informed (sad from what you said, you were not informed in all). There cease a time when I leaned an Jim a bit. Be told me he had told you that he had been working with oes  and that I had tried to both caution and direct him. I have no way of knowing whether or not this is true. But if it is, ask yourself why he then told you? How mudh work have you do on that aspect? Bow much do you real;t7'know about it? If, as X believe, you know no more than what is gennerelly believed. why should he have blabbed 10 to you? The only substantial information the OTIA has on this of which I know is my work. Elo, when lie is dealing with a sari who is an expert en that aspect., of which there are among all of only two, what &load he suddenly mike en approach to a teen who is not? There are .other things I could add to this, but I simply haven't time for it. I got up at 5 Sale to ooatinue Writing, but this was on my mind, as it has been for several days, so I write you. I will add one that you should have little trouble understandings if 'hat he says is true, is not one or more people in some donor? Potential danger, snow? Thajaga things I did was warn his of this, long, long before you were out there. Why, thou.., blab at all about this,, and especially to one who clearly tends to rush into print and who could be depended upon to inform' a number of mothers, any one of whom might let it slip (and have an unfortunately clear record of having done this too, too such)? Do as you will, but I think it would be a good idea if, as soon as you can find time, you give me all the detail possible, including the tiniest. This may be a working of what Orwell called the Department of Di for metal% and if so, it is a subtle one. Best regards, 


